Livelihood program in BUDS schools

Details about BUDS institutions had been explained in detail in ‘Making an Impact-30’ and ‘Making an Impact-107’ Articles. Two types of BUDS institutions are functioning as a convergence project of Kudumbashree and Local Self Government Institutions. BUDS Schools which ensures the education of the children and BUDS Rehabilitation Centres which extends skill training to specially abled children of more than 18 years of age. There are 115 BUDS School and 138 BUDS Rehabilitation Centres functioning in Kerala.

Skill Training is extended through our 106 BUDS Rehabilitation Centres. Training is mainly provided in book binding, paper pen production, hand wash making, soap manufacturing, paper bag production, umbrella making, carpet weaving and handicraft production.
Sales and marketing for the products produced by the children of BUDS Rehabilitation Centres is one of the goals of our social development team. We buy the products made by the children of BUDS Rehabilitation Centres for the meetings organised by Kudumbashree. Also, the products are purchased by program implementing agencies (PIA s) of Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) skill training programme and institutions like Kerala Institute of Local Administration (KILA). Individuals are also encouraged to buy products directly from the BUDS Rehabilitation Centres. Those who wish to buy the products manufactured by the children of BUDS Rehabilitation Centres may contact, Jomon: 9747218433. We welcome you all to become part of our efforts to find more markets for their products and fill their life with more happiness.